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ABSTRACT
Exercise is an important activity which many people do not include in their
lives, leading to health issues as they age. A commonly cited reason for not ex-
ercising is lack of motivation. One approach to increase motivation to exercise
is to combine exercise with video games, called exergames. My research presents
an experiment designed to determine how an exergame with vibrotactile feedback
affects a users’ intrinsic motivation, immersion, and interest in the game and a sys-
tem designed for the experiment. I conducted a user study with students between
the ages of 20 to 30 who played the same exergame with vibrotactile feedback
for between 3 to 5 minutes and without vibrotactile feedback for between 3 to 5
minutes. The results and analysis of the data collected indicate that the system
functions properly and that vibrotactile feedback can increase intrinsic motivation
in an exergame user. No evidence was found that supported vibrotactile feedback
increasing a user’s immersion in the game. Further study is warranted due to the
small sample size of the study.
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1.1 Context and Motivation of the Research
Low physical activity is an ongoing global health issue. In 2016, nearly 28% of
the world’s population did not reach the level of physical activity recommended [1].
Lack of physical activity is associated with an increase in health issues such as
type-2 diabetes, hypertension, and stroke [2]. In the United States the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services recommends that adults aged 18-64 perform
moderate-intensity aerobic activity for 150 minutes each week, which lowers the
risk of contracting these diseases [3]. However, most adults do not meet these
recommendations for a variety of reasons, one of the most commonly cited reasons
being a lack of motivation to exercise [4].
One approach to increase the motivation of people to exercise has been to
turn video games, already considered a fun and enjoyable activity by many, into
tools which can help people meet their weekly exercise requirements. Exergames, or
active video games, have shown promise to increase user motivation to exercise and
provide levels of physical activity comparable to traditional exercise [5, 6]. These
games have seen success in the commercial market with active gaming platforms
such as the Nintendo “Wii Fit” board and Microsoft Kinect device. In academic
circles, exergames, both commercial and purpose-built, have been studied for a
myriad of reasons such as their effects on player motivation, potential to provide
an enjoyable and fun alternative to traditional exercise, and the intensity of exercise
they can produce.
Recently, as low-cost head-mounted displays (HMDs) have become commer-
cially available, virtual reality (VR) has increasingly become a popular setting for
exergames. Perhaps as a result of this availability, research into making exergames
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more immersive or determining what affects immersion in exergames has seen a
rise in interest within the academic community [7, 8, 9, 6].
However, while these aspects have been and continue to be explored in the
literature, there has been little research to date on the effects of haptic feedback
in the context of exergaming. What research has been conducted has been geared
towards making exergames more accessible to the handicapped.
1.2 What is Haptic Feedback?
Unlike the visual, auditory, and olfactory senses, the sense of touch is spread
throughout the human body. The sense of touch enables a person to feel changes
in temperature, the texture of objects, and pain among other sensations. The
term “haptic” is defined as “the science of applying tactile, kinesthetic, or both
sensations to human computer interactions. It refers to the ability of sensing
and/or manipulating objects in a natural or synthetic environment using a haptic
interface” [10]. In the field of Haptics, tactile sensations tend to be those which
relate to vibration and textures, while kinesthetic sensations refer to forces and
pressures. The use of tactile sensations, such as vibration, to convey information
to a user is referred to as tactile feedback. Similarly, force feedback, is the use of
forces to convey information. A system that can produce tactile feedback and/or
force feedback is called a haptic device. In a more general sense, tactile and force
feedback can be referred to under the umbrella term: haptic feedback. Haptic
feedback thus is the use of tactile and/or force feedback to provide information to
the user of a haptic device. Haptics can be broken into three sub-areas [10, 11]:
1. Human haptics: Understanding how the human sensory system responds
and processes tactile and kinesthetic sensations.
2. Machine haptics: Building haptic devices which can be used to augment
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the sense of touch through tactile or force feedback.
3. Computer haptics: The simulation of sensations, both tactile and kines-
thetic, in a virtual environment which are presented to the user through a
haptic device.
The work I discuss later in this thesis falls into the latter two areas. The haptic
device I have built uses vibrational tactile haptic feedback (vibrotactile feedback)
or, phrased another way, haptic feedback using vibrational tactile sensations, to
alert the user when they have encountered a virtual object in a virtual environment
(VE).
Examples of Devices with Haptic Feedback
Many devices exist today that use haptic feedback. The one of the most
ubiquitous examples is a cell phone. Most, if not all, cell phones sold today feature
a vibrotactile notification to alert a person when a call or text is received or if
certain actions are triggered. On the Apple iPhone for instance, turning system
settings on and off triggers a short vibration to notify the user.
Video game consoles use vibrotactile feedback to provide a rumbling sensation
in game controllers. Two vibrotactile motors are typically placed in the controller
handles, as in Figure 1. When a player does an action, such as shooting a gun, the
game triggers the motors in the controller to emulate the feeling of recoil.
An example of a force feedback device is the Touch. The Touch is a haptic
pen with six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) movement that provides three directions
of force feedback [12]. It can be used for training and simulation, design, and 3D
sculpting among other applications [13].
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Figure 1: The internals of an Xbox console controller.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
My primary goal for this research is two-fold: To investigate the effects that
haptic feedback has (1) on a users immersion in an exergame, and (2) on a users
intrinsic motivation towards the exergame. To satisfy this goal I have built an
exergame incorporating vibrotactile feedback and have conducted a user study to
collect data regarding user performance, opinions, and attitudes towards the game.
Chapter 2 gives background information and sets the context of the thesis.
The meaning of the terms intrinsic motivation and immersion are discussed and
prior work on exergames is presented. Chapter 3 presents the design of experiment,
formal hypotheses, population of interest, and experiment procedure. Chapter 4
discusses the construction of the system used to carry out the experiment. The
system is built from a bicycle locked in a bicycle trainer and augmented to com-
municate with an exergame designed for the experiment. Chapter 5 discusses the
data generated from testing the system and presents an analysis of the data gath-
ered from running a user study with seven participants. To conclude this work,
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2.1 Self-Determination Theory: A Theory of Human Motivation
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is an empirical psychological framework
concerned with the “social-contextual factors” that affect human motivation [1]. At
the heart of SDT there are three “basic psychological needs” which are fundamental
for human development and mental wellness: competence, a person’s desire to have
an impact on their environment; autonomy, how much a person feels their behaviors
or actions are controlled by themselves; and relatedness, a person’s need to feel like
they are a part of a group and matter to other people [1]. When any of these three
needs are undermined or supported they will have an affect on a person.
Within SDT, motivation is classified along an autonomy-control continuum,
shown in Figure 2. Behaviours that are classified as autonomous within SDT are
done because the person identifies them with their own beliefs; They are self-
determined. On the other side of the spectrum, those activities that are described
as controlled are not self-determined, instead they done for reasons where the
person is felt pressured to engage in an action by either external or internal forces.
The more autonomous a behaviour is, the more a person is willingly doing actions
associated with the behaviour.
Along this continuum, motivation is broken into three types: intrinsic mo-
tivation, extrinsic motivation, and amotivation. Out of these three types, the
most relevant to this thesis is intrinsic motivation. This is an autonomous type of
motivation described within SDT. Behaviours that are intrinsically motivated are
done because a person finds the activity enjoyable or pleasurable, regardless of an
expectation or promise of rewards. In effect the activity itself is the reward [1].
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non-regulation external introjected identified integrated intrinsic






“I participate in sport 
because…”
“I have nothing 
better to do with 
myself.”
“it helps to 
confirm my 





“I don’t want to 
let others down 
by quitting.”
“It will help 
open doors for 
my future career 
as a coach.”
“I love the rush I feel when 
running down the field.”
Figure 2: The autonomy-control continuum of SDT (From: [2]).
focuses solely on intrinsic motivation. Its aim is to understand and explain how a
persons environment affects intrinsic motivation. CET is dedicated to examining
the effect that rewards, feedback, and similar have on intrinsic motivation. Based
on how a person perceives a reward, feedback, or other event for a behaviour will
have an effect on their intrinsic motivation towards that behaviour by changing
their perception of competence and autonomy. Rewards that are perceived as
supportive of a person’s autonomy and competence will reinforce their intrinsic
motivation for that behaviour. On the other hand, rewards that are perceived as
contingent on a specific outcome or to drive behaviour in a certain way are likely
to weaken intrinsic motivation by eroding autonomy and/or competence for that
behaviour.
Ryan and Deci suggest that tangible rewards, such as money, will tend to
undermine intrinsic motivation [1]. While rewards that are spontaneous or provide
positive verbal feedback will likely enhance feelings of competence. In most cases
rewards will have multiple meanings to an individual requiring greater examination
into how the reward will be perceived.
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2.2 Concepts of Immersion
The term and concept of immersion with regards to video games or virtual
environments does not appear to have a clear definition in the scientific literature,
with several concepts being used almost interchangeably to refer to the same idea.
This section presents three concepts, presence, flow, and a graded conceptualization
of immersion. The last concept appears to be less prevalent in the literature
than presence and flow. Section 2.2.1 presents various views on presence and
immersion within the context of presence. Section 2.2.2 presents Csikszentmihalyi’s
flow construct. Finally, Section 2.2.3 discusses the leveled concept of immersion
introduced by Brown and Cairns.
2.2.1 Presence
The concept of presence is applicable to any form of media [3]. It was defined
by the International Society for Presence Research (ISPR) in 2000 as:
“a psychological state or subjective perception in which even though
part or all of an individuals current experience is generated by and/or
filtered through human-made technology, part or all of the individuals
perception fails to accurately acknowledge the role of the technology in
the experience. Except in the most extreme cases, the individual can
indicate correctly that s/he is using the technology, but at *some level*
and to *some degree*, her/his perceptions overlook that knowledge and
objects, events, entities, and environments are perceived as if the tech-
nology was not involved in the experience. Experience is defined as a
persons observation of and/or interaction with objects, entities, and/or
events in her/his environment; perception, the result of perceiving, is
defined as a meaningful interpretation of experience.” [4]
Phrased another way, the ISPR defines presence as a state when a person is
experiencing something, a VE for instance, using a piece of technology, such as an
HMD. They are aware they are using the HMD to view the VE, but they seem to
“forget” that the display is there and begin to react as if the VE were real.
However, despite this definition by the ISPR there is still some debate as
10
to what presence is and the concept has been defined by researchers in different
ways [5]. In their survey of the topic, Skarbez et al. state that presence is commonly
used as “the feeling of ‘being there’ in a virtual place” [5]. They write that most
definitions of the concept found in the scientific literature can be classified as
either “being there” or “non-mediation,” which they state is the lack of attention
to the device presenting a VE. The above definition from the ISPR falls under
their category of non-meditation.
An alternative definition of presence is given by Witmer and Singer. They
define presence “as the subjective experience of being in one place or environment,
even when one is physically situated in another” [6]. In the same paper, they give
a definition of what immersion means in the context of presence. Within pres-
ence the term immersion, in addition to the competing definitions of the concept,
is sometimes used to describe the same state as presence [5]. Their definition
of immersion is “a psychological state characterized by perceiving oneself to be
enveloped by, included in, and interacting with an environment that provides a
continuous stream of stimuli and experiences” [6].
Lombard and Ditton find six conceptualizations of presence in the scientific
literature, one of which is presence as both perceptual and psychological immer-
sion [3]. The ISPR again provides definitions for both concepts. They define
perceptual immersion as:
“‘Spatial presence,’ ‘physical presence,’ ‘a sense of physical space,’ ‘per-
ceptual immersion,’ ‘transportation’ and ‘a sense of being there’ occur
when part or all of a persons perception fails to accurately acknowledge
the role of technology that makes it appear that s/he is in a physical
location and environment different from her/his actual location and
environment in the physical world.” [4]
and psychological immersion as the following:
“‘Engagement,’ ‘involvement,’ and ‘psychological immersion’ occur
when part or all of a persons perception is directed toward objects,
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events, and/or people created by the technology, and away from ob-
jects, events, and/or people in the physical world. Note that the per-
sons perception is not directed toward the technology itself but the
objects, events and/or people the technology creates.” [4]
Continuing with a VE as an example experience the first term, perceptual im-
mersion, relates to the technology used to create and present the VE. With this
type of immersion, a person’s senses ignore the technology in use and begin to
perceive that the environment the technology is presenting is where they actually
are. Psychological immersion, the second term, focuses on the content created by
the technology and the person’s awareness between the real and the virtual worlds.
Awareness of surroundings shifts from the real to the virtual world, which is similar
to the definition provided by Witmer and Singer.
Slater and Wilbur, however, provides an alternative definition of immersion
within presence. They define immersion as an inherent part of the technology
used to view a VE, based on how capable the display is of deceiving the senses [7].
This view of immersion allow two display mediums to be compared, for instance
an HMD provides a more immersive experience, in this context, than a computer
monitor.
Regardless of the definition of presence or immersion, it important that there
is some way to measure the concept. Presence can be measured in several ways. A
common method of measuring presence is through questionnaires to report “how
present” someone is in a VE. Many questionnaires exist, several of which may
be found in [5]. Another way to measure presence is by exposing a person to
threats or social situations in a VE. The idea is that the more present someone is
in a VE the more likely they will react to events in the VE as if they were real.
Physiological measurements can also be used to measure presence in some way.
Skin conductance, also know as galvanic skin response (GSR), and heart rate have
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both been found to correlate with increased presence.
2.2.2 Flow
Flow, also called the “optimal experience,” is a mental state first described
by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi in Beyond Boredom and Anxiety: Experiencing Flow
in Work and Play [8]. The concept arose from the author’s study of enjoyment,
specifically activities which were done without the promise of reward in either the
past or future (i.e. activities that are intrinsically motivated). These activities
are described as “autotelic,” from the Greek words auto meaning self and telos
meaning goal or purpose. Autotelic activities are therefore those which are done
solely for the purpose of doing the activity. The result of performing these autotelic
activities or tasks is called flow.
Flow is described as a subjective experience where a person has complete
immersion in a task to the point where they lose their sense of self but retain
a deep sense of control [9]. In this context immersion refers to a deep mental
involvement. It is also important to note that the experience of flow will vary
from person to person. There must be some form of a challenge in a task before
a flow state can be entered [10]. When a person’s skill level is matched with the
perceived level of the challenge encountered, flow may result. If both the level
of the challenge and skill is low, apathy is said to result. On the other hand if
the level of the challenge is too great and the person’s skill too low a person may
experience anxiety. Finally if the person is skilled at the task and it is not very
challenging the person might experience boredom or relaxation.
In Table 1 the components of the flow experience are listed. Originally,
Csikszentmihalyi identified six components of flow [8]. Later an additional com-
ponent, the distortion of time, was added.
Whether a person has had an experience of flow is typically measured through
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Table 1: Components of a flow state (from [9]).
A merging of action and awareness.
Clear and unambiguous goals, accompanied by immediate feedback.
The centering of attention on the activity.
The feeling of being in control of the task or action.
The loss of the feeling of self-consciousness.
A distortion of perception of time passing.
The emergence of an autotelic experience.
questionnaires. In Csikszentmihalyi’s initial study flow was measured through
a questionnaire and interviews with the subjects [8]. This questionnaire would
later become known as the Flow Questionnaire. Another method of measuring
flow includes the Experience Sampling Method. This questionnaire is given to
participants at random intervals during the day. Other methods exist of measuring
and classifying flow and may be found in [9].
2.2.3 Levels of Immersion
In their 2004 paper, Brown and Cairns describe three levels of immersion
which they derived from interviews of seven subjects on their experiences of im-
mersion after the subjects played their favorite video game [11]. They write that
immersion is how involved a person is with a video game and describe three levels
of immersion: engagement, engrossment, and total immersion. The levels follow
a sequence, a person must become engaged with a game before they can become
engrossed and so on. Prior to entering a specific level a person must also overcome
certain barriers.
To enter the level of engagement, the player must overcome the barriers of
access and investment. Here access refers to both the preferred genre of the player
and the controls and feedback provided by the game. While investment deals with
the time, effort and rewards, and attention involved with playing the game.
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If both barriers are broken, the player may begin to become engaged with
the game. After engagement a player may become engrossed. The authors state
the only barrier to engrossment is the design of the game. When the game has an
appealing story, visuals, and tasks this barrier is lowered and the player can become
engrossed. Brown and Cairns define engrossment as “when game features combine
in such a way that the gamer’s emotions are directly affected by the game” [11].
Finally the last level of immersion, total immersion, is detailed as having two
barriers: empathy, feeling related to the characters in the game; and atmosphere,
how relevant the game construction is to the game. After these two barriers are
overcome the players may experience total immersion, which the authors state as
being presence.
2.3 Commercial Systems
I would now like to turn our attention to commercial video gaming systems.
Since the early 1980’s many companies have released video game controllers or sys-
tems requiring physical gestures or movements to use. The Amiga Joyboard was
one of the first commercial gaming systems to incorporate the player’s body into
the game they were playing. By balancing on the Joyboard the player could trans-
form their body movements into actions in the virtual world [12]. The Power Pad
controller was released in 1988 for the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) [13].
The Power Pad was a game controller, like the Joyboard, which the player inter-
acted with by stepping on or touching one of several buttons present on either side
of the Power Pad. Both the Joyboard and Power Pad saw a limited amount of
games produced specifically for the controllers [12]. In the late 1990’s an arcade
game using the same style of interaction as the Power Pad was released by a game
company named Konami. The game, Dance Dance Revolution, proved to be a
hit with new releases occurring periodically since its inception. In 2006 Nintendo
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released the Wii, a video game console requiring the player to use physical gestures
to interact with some of the games released for the platform. Roughly two years
later they released an accessory to the console called the Wii Balance Board, simi-
lar to the Joyboard. The user could stand on the device to interact with supported
games.
More recently, in 2010, Microsoft released the Kinect, a camera accessory for
the Xbox video game console and PC which can capture the movements of players
using the accessory and translate those movements into in-game actions. In 2016
the consumer versions of the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, two VR HMDs, were
released. Initially the Oculus Rift was limited to mouse and keyboard interactions,
but handheld controllers followed soon after its release. Both VR systems, as of
2019, allow players to move around a room and interact with a virtual environment
through the use of tracking systems and handheld controllers.
2.4 State of the Art in Exergames
This section reviews the existing literature on exergames. As I have shown
video game consoles designed for or to encourage exercise, and by extension the
games that are played on them, are not a new concept. The first computer games
which may be regarded as exergames appeared in the early 1980s alongside the
Joyboard, with research on exergames and exergaming systems beginning around
the early 2000’s and continuing to today. Section 2.4.1 presents bicycle systems
designed for simulation, medical purposes, and exergaming. Section 2.4.2 cov-
ers studies focused on utilizing haptic feedback in an exergame setting for either
accessibility or health purposes.
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2.4.1 Bicycle Systems
Some of the earliest work on exercise cycling systems include the Peloton and
KAIST systems. Peloton, developed by Carraro et al. in 1998, is a system which
allows users to exercise with each other through the Internet [14]. The bicycle
is locked in a bicycle trainer and an attached sensor measures pedaling speed.
A VE is displayed to the user via a computer monitor. To immerse its users in
the VE, the system provides tactile feedback through a fan which simulates wind
corresponding to the speed the user is pedaling, and by changing the resistance of
the pedals in relation to the slope of the terrain [14].
The KAIST system, developed in 2001 by Kwon et al., is a more complex
bicycle system than the Peloton [15]. It consists of a 6-DOF parallel hydraulic
platform, speed measurement system, pedal resistance system, and handlebar sys-
tem which together are capable of accurately simulating forces that may occur
when riding a real bicycle. The system is integrated with a VE modeled after the
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, and is displayed to the rider
thorough either an HMD or a projector.
Later in 2007, Tang et al. developed a cycling simulator, which is similar
to the system proposed in this thesis, intended to be used for both exercise and
enjoyment [16]. Like the Peloton system the bicycle is locked in a bicycle trainer,
however a frame with springs attached to the bottom allowing the bike to tilt
slightly to either side during use. The system measures the angle of the front
wheel and speed of the bike through a pair of encoders. It can also modify the
resistance applied to the rear wheel giving the illusion of traveling on a variety of
surfaces and inclines. To display the VE a pair of stereoscopic projectors are used,
requiring the user to wear special glasses to view the scene [16].
The FIVIS bicycle simulator was developed by Herpers et al. in 2008 [17]. The
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system is similar to the KAIST system, the bicycle is fixed to a 6-DOF parallel
hydraulic platform in order to simulate realistic forces. Unlike the KAIST system,
a virtual environment is displayed to the user through three large projection screens
positioned to envelop their field of view.
In 2016, Lochtefeld et al. modified a commercial exercise bicycle to study
the possibility of speed deception in VR with an HMD versus a speedometer [18].
To provide the user with an alternative speed when using the speedometer, they
captured the measurements of a hall-effect sensor, a device commonly used in
conjunction with magnets to gauge speed, initially attached to the bicycle through
an Arduino board and used another to display the altered measurements. The
authors also attached a standard PC fan to the training bicycle to provide tactile
feedback by simulating wind blowing in a user’s face.
To this point, the systems presented have focused on providing a realistic
simulation or were intended as exercise platforms. The following two bicycle sys-
tems were designed for rehabilitation purposes. The final system described in this
section is the system I have built for my thesis.
In 2010 Ranky et al. developed a modular rehabilitation cycling system [19].
The virtual reality augmented cycling kit (VRACK) is capable of connecting most
bicycles to a computer to be used in a virtual environment. Two major components
of the system are the handlebars and pedal modules. The handlebar module is a
pair of stationary, 3D printed “hydraulic dynamometer[s].” Although the module
is fixed, users can turn the virtual bicycle by squeezing either handlebar. The
pedal modules are capable of attaching to any pedal that can be removed from a
bicycle. They contain an accelerometer, hall-effect sensor, and load cell to measure
the ankle motion of the user, speed, and force on both pedals, which are all used
to lean the virtual bicycle to the left or the right. Since the system is intended to
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be used in a rehabilitation context, it is capable of measuring the user’s heart-rate
through a wireless sensor and “practitioner interface.” VRACK also incorporates
haptic feedback in the form of vibrations which are triggered via events in the
virtual environment [19].
The system proposed in this thesis is also similar to the rehabilitation system
built by Boulanger et al. [20]. That system is intended to be a low-cost VR
alternative to existing rehabilitation systems and is based around a commercial
exercise training bicycle. To communicate with the sensors monitoring the patient
and the state of the bicycle the authors use low-cost components such as Arduino
boards and Android tablets. Since it is designed to be used in a medical context, a
clinician is required to start a session alongside a patient. The patient is monitored
while using the system and their data is encrypted and sent to a server located
where the clinician is based.
My system is intended to be a low-cost VR bicycling system. It can be used
with any bicycle that can fit in a bicycle trainer. Each module of the system
communicates with the computer through an Arduino, allowing additional modules
to be added or removed as needed. The system measures the bicycle speed through
infrared sensors attached to the rear frame. It measures the front wheel angle
through an encoder, which lets users have the freedom to turn in a VE. A heart
rate sensor records data that can saved for later analysis or used by an application.
Finally, the system provides vibrotactile feedback through three vibrotactile motors
attached to the handlebars and under the seat.
Summary
This section has reviewed several virtual bicycle systems found in the scientific
literature in addition to mine. None of the systems found in the literature seem
to be a good fit for this experiment. Both the KAIST and FIVIS systems rely
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on hydraulic platforms to function properly which I do not have access to and
would be too expensive to purchase. The system by Boulanger et al. is intended
to be used in a clinical setting and has more overhead than is required for this
experiment. The Peleton system is designed to be used with multiple players over
the internet and lacks data recording. The system developed by Tang et al. is
similar to mine. However, based on the results of [21], I opted not to include
variable resistance in my system. Furthermore, all of the presented systems, with
the exception of VRACK, lack vibrotactile feedback.
2.4.2 Haptic Feedback in Exergames
To date, there have been few studies conducted which have applied haptic
feedback to exergames. Those studies that do exist can be divided into two ap-
plications: accessibility and health. This section is dedicated to presenting the
existing work in both categories.
Accessibility
In this section, I present four existing studies which have investigated making
exergames more accessible to the blind by applying haptic feedback. The first
study, VI-Tennis, modifies a video game for the Wii game console called Wii Tennis
to use tactile feedback in addition to audio [22]. This study tested the effectiveness
of tactile and audio (treatment) vs audio cues alone (control) on 13 legally blind
children. The results of the study showed that the subjects achieved between
moderate and vigorous levels of energy expenditure (EE) with no difference in EE
between the control and treatment versions of the exergame. However, subjects
scored significantly better in treatment version and expressed more enjoyment
towards it.
Continuing with this theme, VI-Bowling presents a modified version of another
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Wii video game called Wii Bowling [22]. The modified game incorporates tactile
and audio feedback again aimed at enabling the blind to participate in exergames.
The modified game incorporates a novel technique which the authors term“tactile
dowsing.” This technique produces increasingly stronger vibration in the Wii con-
troller when a user points it in the correct direction, in this application, to throw
the bowling ball. A user study conducted with six blind participants, playing
VI-Bowling found that the game provided an EE similar to walking. Players also
reported that they enjoyed the game.
Pet-N-Punch is an exergame that was developed to explore the possibility of
encouraging vigorous physical activity in blind children [23]. The study examined
if there was a significant difference in EE between playing with one arm vs two
and used a combination of audio and tactile cues to indicate to the player what
action they needed to do in the game and when to do it. The user study involving
12 blind children showed no significant difference in EE between the one-arm and
two-arm conditions. However, the children showed a strong interest in playing the
game.
The final work in this section presents two user studies by Morelli et al. fo-
cusing on a technique the authors call real-time sensory substitution (RTSS) [24].
RTSS allows visual cues in games to be replaced with either haptic and/or au-
dio cues as the game is being played. Both studies used this technique in a
Kinect-based exergame. In the first user study consisting of 28 adult subjects,
no differences in performance between the traditionally played Kinect exergame
(control) and the exergame using RTSS (treatment) was found. The second user
study tested RTSS on seven blind adults and found no difference in performance
between the two groups. These results led the authors to conclude that RTSS can
be used to augment games involving bodily interaction, potentially expanding the
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range of games the blind can play.
Health
Stach and Graham conducted three studies using separate games which in-
corporated either kinesthetic or tactile feedback to study if haptic feedback can
balance gameplay between two unequal players, prevent players from overexert-
ing themselves, and enhance the feeling of presence [25]. In the first game, Truck
Pull, players would compete against each other on exercise bikes in a tug-of-war.
Balloon Burst, the second game, encouraged players to compete with each other
by shooting as many balloons as possible while pedaling on a stationary bicycle.
To shoot the balloons players used a controller that vibrated when a balloon was
hit. The third game, Pedal Race, consisted of a 2D racetrack that two players
would race around by pedaling on a recumbent exercise bike. This game varies the
resistance of the pedals to provide the players kinesthetic feedback.
They found that the two exergames using kinesthetic feedback, Truck Pull
and Pedal Race, improved the users sense of presence and enjoyment. The second
exergame with tactile feedback did not show such an improvement. This was
attributed towards the manner in which the feedback was presented and that
participants found it challenging to interpret the meaning of the vibrations. The
authors suggest that haptic feedback should have a clear link to physical actions
in the game and that kinesthetic feedback should not frustrate the player.
M. Hossain et al. present an exergame framework centered around tactile
feedback for obesity treatment [26]. The framework has several modules to monitor
users and their interactions with a game. To evaluate the framework the authors
developed an exergame and tested it on 12 obese participants between the ages
of 8 to 45. To find clues, which provide vibrotactile feedback when found, the
game requires players to perform an exercise. The participants found the game
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entertaining and had a level of physical activity comparable to walking or running.
Motivated to encourage seniors to exercise, Alizadeh et al. present a pro-
totype of a system intended to encourage group exercise among the elderly [27].
The prototype allows for one leader and one follower. A Kinect is used to deter-
mine the follower’s motions. Three different waveforms of vibrotactile feedback are
used in the system: “constant push/pull,” “corrective feedback,” and “notification
metaphor.” These waveforms are played to keep the follower in sync with the
leader. The authors conducted a preliminary study of five adults. Without prior
explanation participants found the vibrations confusing; although the constant
push/pull notification seemed to reduce confusion. They also felt uncomfortable
or would become numb to the feedback with longer vibrations. The authors sug-
gest that for some, vibrations require an explanation to be meaningful and that
they should not last longer than five seconds.
Hung et al. present a prototype or hypothetical wearable system intended to
investigate the effects of kinesthetic feedback in exergames [28].
To determine what types of sensory feedback motivate and immerse exergame
players the most Shaw et al. examined three types of feedback: audio, tactile
feedback using wind, and resistance feedback [21]. They found that all three
types of feedback increased intrinsic motivation and immersion. However resistance
feedback did not provide as great of an increase as the other types. They conclude
that variable resistance can be neglected in an exergame and still provide immersive
and motivating gameplay.
Summary
We have reviewed several exergame papers using haptic feedback for either
accessibility or general health purposes. To date there is little work done in exam-
ining the psychological effects of haptic feedback in exergames, something noted in
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a systematic review of exergaming literature by Lee et al. [29]. In general, much of
the exergaming literature that has applied haptic feedback has focused on seeing
if vibrotactile feedback can be used to affect energy expenditure or how to use it
appropriately. I draw two observations based on the available work in the area.
The first observation is from [25, 27] that tactile feedback needs to be used in a
way that has a concrete meaning to avoid confusing the user. Second, according
to [27], the duration of the vibrotactile feedback should be kept short in order to
be felt.
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Design of the Experiment
In this chapter I present the design of the experiment, description of partic-
ipants and criteria for participation, description of the materials used, and ex-
periment procedure. The questions this experiment was designed to answer is:
Will adding tactile vibrotactile feedback to an exercise game lead to
the user reporting a higher level of intrinsic motivation or immersion
after playing the game? Additionally, as a result, will there be greater
physiological outcomes and higher user interest in continuing to use the
game containing vibrotactile feedback?
The experiment, as I will discuss later, has two conditions: an exergame with
vibrotactile feedback and the same game without vibrotactile feedback. In the
exergame participants pedal forward along a road trying to gather collectibles.
In the first condition when a participant rides over a collectible in the virtual
environment a sound is played and vibrotactile feedback is produced letting them
know they have picked one up.
My belief is that vibrotactile feedback will support a user’s feeling of compe-
tence (Section 2.1) when playing the game, reinforcing their intrinsic motivation
for playing the game. I also expect a higher level of immersion to be reported as
the vibrotactile feedback provides (1) a way for player to know if they are playing
the game correctly and (2) a reward for doing what the game designer intended.




The experiment has one factor, vibrotactile feedback, with two levels: vibro-
tactile feedback and no vibrotactile feedback. The treatment is the presence or
absence of vibrotactile feedback in an exergame. The primary endpoints are the
user’s motivation, immersion, and heart-rate. Table 2 shows the formal hypotheses
for the study.
The independent variable is controlled by treatment randomization. Random-
ization is done to remove bias in treatment assignment from the participant, who
might experience the novelty effect, and investigator, who may unknowingly assign
only certain groups of people to a condition. To do the randomization, a pseudo-
random number generator assigns the participant’s starting condition to either the
vibrotactile feedback or no vibrotactile feedback condition.
A person’s feelings of motivation and immersion are subjective, therefore they
are reported through the use of surveys. Four surveys are used to collect demo-
graphic information about the participants, measure the dependent variables, and
answer questions regarding future use of the system. The survey questions can be
found in Appendix A.
To measure intrinsic motivation the interest/enjoyment subscale of the Intrin-
sic Motivation Inventory (IMI) was chosen, due to prior usage in the literature as
“the self-report[ed] measure of intrinsic motivation” [2]. The interest/enjoyment
sub-scale is commonly used to measure a subject’s intrinsic motivation related to
some task or experience, throughout the thesis I will refer to the interest/enjoyment
subscale as the intrinsic motivation questionnaire. To measure participant immer-
sion, I developed a shorter version of the questionnaire in [3] as the full question-
naire would be too long to ask during the experiment. Finally, the questions aimed
at understanding which system participants would prefer to use in the future and
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Table 2: Experiment Hypotheses
H0 : There is no difference in a user’s intrinsic motivation towards
the exergame when playing with vibrotactile feedback present ver-
sus without vibrotactile feedback.
H1 : A user’s reported intrinsic motivation towards the exergame
is greater when playing with vibrotactile feedback present versus
without vibrotactile feedback.
H0 : There is no difference in a user’s reported immersion in the
exergame when playing with vibrotactile feedback present versus
without vibrotactile feedback.
H1 : A user’s reported intrinsic motivation towards the exergame
is greater when playing with vibrotactile feedback present versus
without vibrotactile feedback.
H0 : There is no difference in a user’s heart rate in the exergame
when playing with vibrotactile feedback present versus without vi-
brotactile feedback.
H1 : A user’s reported intrinsic motivation towards the exergame
is greater when playing with vibrotactile feedback present versus
without vibrotactile feedback.
if they felt the vibrotactile version would increase their exercise frequency were
inspired by some of the questions asked in [4].
To compute an intrinsic motivation score from the intrinsic motivation ques-
tionnaire the designers say the scores for Questions 3 and 4 (Appendix A.2) should
be reverse scored and all the scores for the sub-scale should be averaged together.
The score a participant can give for each question on the intrinsic motivation ques-
tionnaire is on a closed interval 0 to 100. To reverse score both questions the score
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the participant gives is subtracted from 100 and the result is used as the score for
the respective question.
The immersion questionnaire (Appendix A.3) has six questions. Questions 1,
2, 5, and 6 are intended to capture how immersed a person felt in the exergame and
are averaged together to calculate an immersion score. Question 3 measures how
much the participant would like to continue playing the game. Finally, Question
4 is intended to indicate if the feeling of immersion is related to the collectibles.
3.2 Participants
The target population of interest is all healthy adults between the ages of
18-64. Participants for the experiment are drawn from the University of Rhode
Island’s student and faculty body. Those who are pregnant are excluded from
participating. According to IRB policy, research studies where subjects participate
in exercise must include a health screening of each participant [5]. Whether a
subject is healthy is determined by administering a Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire (PAR-Q). The PAR-Q (Appendix A.5) is a medical questionnaire
used to gauge if a subject should participate in research involving physical exertion.
In addition to the PAR-Q, blood pressure measurements are taken to further
determine a participant’s health. A measurement of less than or equal to 120
mmHg systolic1 and less than or equal to 80mmHg diastolic2 is considered normal
blood pressure [7]. Participants for whom higher values are recorded may have
hypertension and could be placed at greater than normal risk by participating in
exercise. All values lower than 120/80 were eligible for participation. Participants
who have readings higher than 120/80 are told they are ineligible to participate in
the study. The participant’s pulse is measured to detect any abnormalities. To be
considered for participation, the resting pulse must be between 60 and 100 beats
1The systolic pressure refers to the pressure in the blood vessels during a heart beat [6].
2The diastolic pressure refers to the pressure in the blood vessels between heart beats [6].
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per minute (bpm) [8].
3.3 Materials
The experiment is run on a computer with an Intel i5-6500 3.2 GHz CPU,
16 GB of RAM, and an NVIDA GeForce 1070 GTX graphics card. An Oculus Rift
CV1 HMD is used to display the virtual environment to the participant. Unity
2018.2 is used to create the virtual environments and gameplay. A regular road
bicycle was augmented with several Arduino-driven sensors to measure the speed
the user is pedaling and the direction they are turning the front wheel.
3.4 Procedure
The investigator first reads a script to the participant that explains the experi-
ment and gives instructions for the exergame. The instructions tell the participant
they can request to discontinue the experiment at any point. They also let partic-
ipants know that they only need to play the game for three minutes; although if
they want to they can play for another two minutes. After the investigator finishes
reading the script the participant is given three minutes to read the experiment
consent form and decide if they wished to continue to participate in the study.
If the participate gives consent, they are given the PAR-Q to fill out and the
investigator measures their vitals. If the participant passes the health screening,
they are given the pre-experiment questionnaire (Appendix A.1) asking demo-
graphic questions, their history with virtual reality, haptic feedback, exercise fre-
quency, and prior experience with playing video games. After finishing the survey
the participant attaches the heart-rate monitor to their arm, gets on the bicycle,
and puts on the HMD.
Once set up on the bicycle, the participant reads instructions in the virtual
environment and plays a tutorial level. This level is intended to familiarize them
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with the controls for the bicycle by having them navigate through three waypoints.
After finishing this level they are given a five minute break, where they can walk
around.
Following the break, the participant plays one of the two treatments, depend-
ing on which one they were initially randomized to. Regardless of the condition,
the participant must collect virtual objects in the exergame while riding the bicy-
cle. In the vibrotactile feedback condition the virtual objects, when collided with,
will trigger a pulsing vibration from motors contained inside the handlebars of the
bicycle and underneath the seat. In the non-vibrotactile feedback condition they
do not. After three minutes a screen pops up in the VE allowing the participant
to continue for another two minutes or quit the condition.
After finishing the first condition, the participant takes another five-minute
break and fills out the survey questions in Appendices A.2 and A.3. The wording
of the questions varies slightly for the intrinsic motivation questionnaire depending
on which condition was just experienced. At the end of the break they begin the
other condition they have not experienced. Once that condition is finished, they
fill out the same survey questions (Appendices A.2 and A.3), with the wording
depending on what condition they were just in. Finally the participant fills out
the post-experiment questionnaire (Appendix A.4) and is told that the experiment
is finished.
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To conduct the study described previously in Chapter 3, an exergame and
bicycle meeting the needs of the experiment had to be constructed. I used Unity1,
a software program for video game development, to build the game and software
portion of the system. To construct the hardware side, I used several Arduino
boards and components I sourced from different hardware vendors. This chapter
is split into two sections. Section 4.1 is dedicated to the software developed for
the system and the game used in the experiment, and Section 4.2 discusses the
hardware used in augmenting a bicycle for the experiment.
4.1 Software Modules
The software written for the system can be divided into three modules: the
Serial Port Interface, the Game Controller, and the Exergame, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. While they all are part of the same application, they each have separate
purposes. The Serial Port Interface is described in Section 4.1.1 and manages the
communications between the Game Controller and the various hardware modules

















Updates to bike position & 
triggers for in-game events.
Figure 3: An overview of communications within the application.
The Game Controller, which is described in Section 4.1.2, is responsible for
1https://unity3d.com
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querying or controlling the hardware modules mentioned above. The user does not
knowingly interact with the controller software. The last module, which is referred
to as the Exergame, described in Section 4.1.3, comprises all the code which is
related to the exergame the user plays.
4.1.1 Serial Port Interface
The Serial Port Interface (SI) is a wrapper around several functions in the
.NET “SerialPort” class. This module provides a layer of abstraction between the
serial port objects and the Game Controller modules (Section 4.1.2), and provides
some error handling if the port cannot be open or created. An added benefit is
that if the .NET developers change the “SerialPort” class API in the future, the
SI keeps any updates that would need to made to my code contained to a single
module.
Internally, the SI maintains a list of serial port objects that are opened. This
list persists for the lifetime of the program. When a serial port object is first
created by a call to the SI, the baud rate, COM port, and device name are passed
to an initialization function. If the port can be created, it returns a struct data
type containing the index of the port in the list. This index can be stored and
used by the calling program to send data to the serial device or close the serial
port and remove it from the internal list. When a program uses the SI to send
data to a registered serial device, the SI by default has a read timeout of 4 ms. If
data is available from the serial device it will be read immediately after the data
is send to the device.
4.1.2 Game Controller
The Game Controller module includes the Game Director and Bike Controller
scripts. The Game Director manages both the experiment and some communica-
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tion between the game and the SI. The Bike Controller updates the position of the
bicycle within the game according to the bicycle model and data received from the
SI.
Game Director
The Game Director is a Unity asset (game object) created to manage the
overall logic of the experiment. Only one instance of the Game Director can persist
across the entire experiment. On beginning an experiment session, the Game
Director determines what the Participant ID number is. The Participant ID is a
pseudo-random number created so that data generated by the system can be linked
with the responses a participant gives to the survey questions (Appendix A). The
Game Director also uses the same pseudo-random number generator to determine
what experiment condition the participant begins in.
Shortly after generating the Participant ID the Game Director communicates
with the SI to initialize the attached serial devices. The serial devices to connect
to are specified in a configuration file which has the COM port name, the baud
rate2, and a name for the device. If any of the devices cannot be connected to,
the application will quit and log an error. Otherwise, a reference to the initialized
serial device is stored by the Game Director in a list containing the opened serial
port, device name, and baud rate.
Throughout the rest of the experiment, the Game Director handles events from
the user interface and raises events in the game. Events from the user interface
are button clicks which trigger level transitions, such as transitioning from a Wait
Screen level to an Experiment Condition level, discussed in Section 4.1.3. When
an Experiment Condition level is started, the Game Director will set and start
a three-minute timer. Once this time elapses, a screen will be triggered in the
2The frequency of communication between two devices.
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game to give the player an option to either continue or end the current experiment
condition. If the player chooses to continue the current condition, a second timer is
set and the condition will continue until two minutes have passed. In both cases,
after either three or five minutes, the Game Director will prompt the player to
leave the current experiment condition and transition them to a Wait Screen level
for a five minute cooldown.
The last responsibility of the Game Director is to control when the Haptic
Feedback module is triggered and to update the heart-rate module with the current
level name. When a game level is changed, the Game Director sends to the heart
rate module the name of the level and whether or not the Haptic Feedback module
is enabled.
Bike Controller
The Bike Controller drives the motion of the virtual bicycle in the VE by tak-
ing the data received from the serial devices connected to the bicycle and applying
it to a model (Figure 4). The bicycle model is a dynamic system. A dynamic
system is described by both a state vector and a state equation. The state vector
describes all the terms needed to model the system. The state vector of the bicycle
system, s, is defined in Equation (1). The variables x and z are the coordinates of
the center of the rear wheel in the VE. The speed of the bicycle is denoted v. The
heading angle of the bicycle, θ, is relative to the VE’s global coordinate system.
Finally the instantaneous curvature, κ (Equation (3)), is the inverse of the instan-
taneous radius of curvature in Equation (2). In both Equations (2) and (3) the
term L refers to the distance between the two axles of the bicycle. ϕ represents the
angle of the front wheel of the bicycle with reference to the bicycle frame. When ϕ
and κ are 0 the bicycle moves in a straight line . The term a is the instantaneous









Figure 4: A graphical representation of the bicycle model.

























The state equation describes how the state vector changes over time. It is as
a first order differential equation of the form:
ṡ = f(s, c, t),
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where c is a control vector (Equation (4)) that groups all the controls that can be














(1 + tan2 ϕ)ϕ̇
L
 . (5)
The state vector used in the exergame is a simplified version of what was just
discussed. In this case, since the system cannot measure the acceleration force
the user applies to the bicycle and the angle ϕ is given to us we cannot use the
general model. In the exergame the state vector, shown in Equation (6), is a 3
by 1 vector with only the z, x, and θ terms remaining. The speed, v, is directly
calculated from sensor measurements and since κ is calculated from ϕ and L,
which are either known or measured directly though sensors, it can be removed
from the state vector. The position of the virtual bicycle is updated over time by
performing Euler integration on the simplified state vector in Equation (7). The
use of a simple Euler integration technique, as opposed to the RungeKutta family
of methods, is common in systems that involve a human in the control loop. Since














Figure 5: Active and inactive collectibles in the exergame.
4.1.3 The Experiment’s Exergame
The gameplay objective of the exergame is to pick up collectibles, depicted
as manholes, while pedaling as far as possible along a straight, endless road. A
collectible can be either active or inactive (Figure 5), as described later in this
section. Active collectibles will have a blue arrow bobbing over them indicating
that they can be picked up. The arrow was added after early testers found it
difficult to constantly look at the ground to find the collectibles.
The game takes place in a city environment, designed for this experiment.
A city was chosen because there was some concern that participants might feel
discomfort if the ground they were biking over did not appear flat, since the system
cannot simulate changes in incline for the participant. The participant has three
minutes to play the game but, as stated in Chapter 3, may take up to five minutes
total to play.
There are two different versions of the game. For both versions, the levels
are structured identically. There is a straight road along which collectibles are
placed as the game is played. The difference between the two levels is that the
collectibles in the vibrotactile experiment condition of the exergame will trigger
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motors attached to the bicycle. To avoid biasing the participants’ response to the
survey questions which are presented after each condition, we do not display their
score to them.
This style of game was chosen because of its simplicity and ease of implemen-
tation. Participants were expected to easily understand the task they were being
asked to complete, even if they had no prior experience with video games or virtual
reality. In addition to simplicity and ease of implementation, the same or a similar
gameplay concept is also found in both commercial systems and video games. The
Expresso Bike [1], a commercial exergaming system found in gyms, has certain
modes where the user is free to explore a VE and collect coins while exercising on
a stationary bicycle. The same concept is also found in video games such as Mario
Kart, a go-kart racing game series.
Game Levels
There are three distinct levels in the game, as shown in Table 3. When the
game starts the participant is shown what I refer to as a Wait Screen level. This
type of level contains instructions for the participant about the game controls and
a reminder about what they should do in the Experiment Condition level.
Table 3: Levels in the game and their purpose.
Level Name Purpose
Tutorial Familiarize participants with the game controls.
Wait Screen Enforce a five min. break between experiment conditions.
Experiment Condition Provide a setting to test the experiment hypothesis.
Figure 6 shows the order in which a participant experiences the levels. The
start of the experiment is a Wait Screen level. Here the participant can read the
instructions and proceed immediately to the Tutorial level. The Tutorial level (Fig-
ure 7) serves two purposes: (1) to familiarize participants with the game controls,
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and (2) to gather baseline heart-rate data from the participant.
Wait Screen Experiment ConditionTutorial Wait Screen
Experiment 
End
If only the vibrotactile or 
non-vibrotactile condition 
has been completed
If both the vibrotactile and 
non-vibrotactile conditions 
have been completed
After a five minute 
period has elapsed Arrows indicate level transitions.
Figure 6: The order the participant experiences the levels of the game.
After the Tutorial level is finished, the participant is shown another Wait
Screen level. However, this time the Game Director (Section 4.1.2) sets a timer
enforcing a five minute cooldown period before the participant can continue to the
Experiment Condition level. Once the Game Director raises an event signaling that
the timer has elapsed the player can continue to the Experiment Condition level.
This process repeats until the participant has experienced both the non-vibrotactile
and vibrotactile experiment conditions. The Wait Screen and Experiment Condi-
tion levels are reused for both conditions of the experiment.
Game Level Generation
For each participant the game level is generated from a collection of pre-
designed game objects I refer to as tile(s). Each tile (Figure 8a) has 3D models such
as: buildings, roads, and scene decorations (e.g. signs and trees) placed on them as
in Figure 8b. When a level is loaded, ten tiles are randomly selected from a list of
available tiles and placed sequentially in front of the player by the GenerateTrack
script before the scene is displayed on the HMD. The GenerateTrack script keeps
a reference of all the tile game objects that it has instantiated. As the participant
progresses through the game a separate script called the Doorman increments a
counter in the GenerateTrack script when the participant leaves one tile and enters
another. Once the counter reaches a preset threshold, the GenerateTrack script
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Figure 7: The Tutorial level
will add a new tile in front of the most recent tile, while removing the oldest tile in
the sequence. This process of adding and removing tiles continues for the duration
of the Experiment Condition level.
(a) Four tile variants used in the exergame. (b) A generated game level.
Figure 8: Tiles are selected randomly to generate a game level.
Game Collectible Placement & Triggering Haptic Feedback
Once the game level is generated, the game’s collectibles need to be placed.
To keep the gameplay less predictable the collectibles are placed for the participant





Figure 9: Generating game collectibles during game play.
above the virtual bicycle, a game object that moves in sync with speed and turns
the participant makes. This game object always faces forward, relative to the
player’s starting position. As the participant pedals, the game object casts several
rays into the VE. As shown in Figure 9, if the ray cast intersects the road, it is
considered to be successful and a collectible is placed at the intersection between
the ray and the road; otherwise it has no effect on the the game. A successful ray
cast will always generate a collectible. However, when the collectible is placed, it
has a 50% chance to be active. Active collectibles can be picked up by the player
and will play a sound when collected and possibly trigger vibrotactile feedback.
The collectibles themselves are responsible for calling the Game Director to trigger
vibrotactile feedback for the front and rear motors (Section 4.2.3).
The number of rays cast into the virtual environment is computed following
Equation (8) and depends on the speed v the participant is pedaling, as reported
by the Bike Controller. If v is nearly zero no ray casts are made, so as to not
overwhelm both the participant and the computer with collectibles. Otherwise, if
the participant is moving slowly, as many as six ray casts can be produced each











Several hardware modules were built to replicate the user’s movement on the
physical bicycle, collect heart-rate data, and trigger the motors needed to produce
a tactile sensation. Each of the hardware modules uses an Arduino to communicate
with the computer via a serial port. The Arduino platform was chosen because
of the ease with which electronic designs can be prototyped, wide support for
accessories, and good library support from the Arduino community. The following
four modules make up the hardware side of the system: the (1) Front Wheel
module, (2) Rear Wheel module, (3) Haptic Feedback module, and (4) Heart Rate
module. Three of these modules are illustrated in Figure 10.
4.2.1 Front Wheel Module
The Front Wheel module (Figure 11) measures the angle of the front wheel
relative to an initial position when the exergame starts. To measure the angle,
I chose an absolute rotary encoder since it can give an accurate angle position
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without prior calibration. The encoder is connected to an Arduino board which
is programmed with code which queries the rotary encoder to obtain a current
reading.
The encoder sits inside a 3D printed case (Figure 11b) which I designed in
Autodesk, a CAD software program, for this module of the system. The case
consists of the body and a circular plate which is coupled to the encoder. Between
the body and plate are several steel balls which allow the plate to slide over the
plastic body. I originally intended to produce the entire encoder case via 3D
printing, however I found that the way the plate was printed would cause the
encoder to detach from the plate after a handful of uses. Eventually, because of
this, I decided to use a CNC machine available at the University of Rhode Island
to machine the plate out of aluminum. By resting the front wheel of the bicycle on
top of the plate (Figure 11a) I am able to measure the displacement of the front
wheel and reflect any changes to the angle in the VE.
(a) With the bicycle resting on top. (b) The parts making up the module.
Figure 11: Front Wheel module
4.2.2 Rear Wheel Module
The purpose of the Rear Wheel module is to measure the speed the user is






Figure 12: An illustration of the IR sensor and blockers of the rear wheel module.
module, an IR Break Beam Sensor and IR Beam Blockers. To measure the speed,
I used an Adafruit IR Break Beam Sensor3 that is fixed to the rear frame of the
bicycle using zip ties. The IR Break Beam Sensor (IR sensor) is a digital sensor
composed of an emitter and a receiver. The emitter constantly sends out a beam of
infrared light which is detected by the receiver placed a short distance away from
it. When the receiver detects that the beam is unbroken (i.e. it has a clear view of
the emitter) it outputs a logic high signal; likewise, when the the receiver’s view of
the beam is obstructed, it changes its output to a logic low signal. This sensor, like
all the other hardware modules of this system, is connected to an Arduino board
and is registered on the connected computer as a serial device.
When the rear wheel spins, the IR sensor’s beam is broken by several IR Beam
Blockers. These IR Beam Blockers are painted sections of tape wrapped around
two spokes at equal intervals around the wheel, as illustrated in Figure 12. The
Arduino board measures the time between breaks in the IR beam. Since the arc
between the start of two of the IR Beam Blockers is fixed, the Bike Controller
(Section 4.1.2) can use the time measurement to estimate the speed of the wheel.
3https://www.adafruit.com/product/2167
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4.2.3 Haptic Feedback Module
Vibrotactile feedback can be produced by two types of motors: eccentric ro-
tating mass (ERM) motors and linear resonant actuators (LRA) [2]. An ERM
motor is a standard direct current (DC) motor with an off-center mass attached to
the rotor. As the motor is powered, it rotates and a vibrational force is generated
due to the attached, off-center mass [3]. By varying the voltage, the speed of the
motor, and thus vibration, can be controlled. This is the style of motor used in
this system.
While an ERM motor is assembled from a commonplace DC motor, an LRA
is built and operates somewhat differently. The primary components of an LRA
are a permanent magnet, wire coil, spring, and a mass [4]. The mass and magnet
are attached to each other and placed in front of the spring. Unlike an ERM
motor, which can be powered using a simple DC signal, an alternating current
(AC) signal needs to be used for an LRA to function properly. The AC signal
creates a magnetic field in the wire coil causing the magnet to push back and forth
against the spring, creating vibration.
I chose to use ERM type motors over LRA since the former can produce a
higher vibration strength [5]. LRA motors are better suited for smaller devices
or applications where the lifetime of the motor is important. When testing the
Haptic Feedback module early in its development, I found that both LRA type
and small ERM motors did not produce a strong enough vibration to be felt when
pedaling on the bicycle. Consequently, I opted to use larger ERM motors in the
final implementation of this module.
In order to produce the vibration when the user encounters a collectible in
the vibrotactile feedback experiment condition described in Section 3.4, three ERM
motors (Figure 13) need to be controlled by the software modules. An Arduino
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(a) The handlebar motors
(b) The seat motor
Figure 13: Haptic Feedback module
board is again used to provide a convenient bridge between the PC and the hard-
ware, however an Arduino board alone cannot supply the power required to drive
the motors. Instead a motor control board produced by Pololu Electronics is at-
tached to the top of the Arduino board and is used to drive the three motors and
power them. The power for the motors is supplied from a 12 volt 5 ampere wall
adapter which provides a consistent source of power across experiment sessions.
This adapter is connected directly to the motor control board to avoid damaging
the Arduino board. The wall adapter was chosen instead of battery supply to
ensure that the strength of the motors is consistent across experiment sessions.
The three motors are split between the front and rear of the bicycle. Two
smaller ERM motors (Figure 13a) are placed on the handlebars, due to size con-
straints, and a larger ERM motor (Figure 13b) is placed in the rear underneath
the seat. The two smaller motors are connected to the motor control board in
parallel so that they run simultaneously when the Game Director (Section 4.1.2)
triggers them. The larger motor is connected directly to the control board. Both
the front and rear motors can be triggered by the Game Director when a user en-
counters a manhole collectible. When either the front or rear wheel of the virtual
bicycle collides with an active collectible, the appropriate waveform is played. For
example, if the front wheel of the bicycle collides with with an active collectible,
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Pulsewidth modulation (PWM) duty cycle vs. time
Haptic Motor Waveforms
Figure 14: The two signals generated to drive the motors.
The plot in Figure 14 shows the changes in the pulse-width modulation
(PWM) duty cycle over time in milliseconds. A PWM duty cycle refers to the
amount of time that a digital signal is high vs. low over a fixed period of time [6].
An Arduino pin has a frequency of around 490 Hz which has a period of 2.041 ms [7].
For instance a duty cycle of 100% is the equivalent of sending a signal that is al-
ways high, while a duty cycle of 50% on the Arduino is a signal that is high for
roughly 1 ms and low for another millisecond.
The vibrations of the handlebar and seat motors are driven by two different
waveforms to give the sensation of running over something. The seat waveform,
the blue line in Figure 14, is the simplest of the two: Over the course of 400 ms the
motor is driven to 100% duty cycle and then abruptly stopped. The waveform for
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the handlebar motors, the red line in Figure 14, is more complicated. When the
Game Director triggers a pulse the handlebar motors are driven to a 100% duty
cycle in 200 ms and held there for 50 ms. To avoid damaging the motors, both are
stopped for 50 ms before running them in reverse at a 13% duty cycle for another
50 ms and stopping them again.
4.2.4 Heart Rate Module
The system is capable of recording a participant’s heart rate through the Heart
Rate module. Early versions of this module used a wired pulse sensor4. However, I
decided against this approach because the sensor readings were prone to error if the
wire moved. The Heart Rate module uses a Polar OH1 optical heart rate sensor5
which communicates over Bluetooth as a peripheral implementing the heart rate
service.
To connect to the OH1, I use an Adafruit Feather nRF52 Bluefruit LE6
(Feather). The Feather is an electronics prototyping board similar to an Arduino
with a smaller form factor and slightly different functionality. It enumerates itself
as a serial port when connected to a computer allowing data to be read from and
written to it.
On startup, the Feather scans for the OH1 sensor and waits for the Game
Director (Section 4.1.2) to send a Participant ID. The Feather uses an add-on
board with a real-time clock & micro-SD card to create a comma-separated values
(CSV) file, a type of file that uses commas to separate entries from each other, on
the device. This file is where the heart rate the OH1 measures is recorded. The
measurement is time-stamped based on the current time of the real-time clock.





board is reset, allowing a new file with a new participant ID to be created and
written to. If the OH1 goes out of the connection range of the Feather, no data will
be recorded. The Feather also receives data from the game while the experiment
is running, which is described in Section 4.1.2.
4.3 Summary
To conclude this chapter has reviewed the implementation of the system which
has been implemented to conduct the experiment described in Chapter 3. The
system can be divided into two groups of modules: (1) the hardware modules and
(2) the software modules. Section 4.1 reviewed the software modules of the system
and Section 4.2 reviewed the hardware modules.
The software modules are implemented in Unity and consist of the Serial
Port Interface, the Game Controller, and the Exergame. The Serial Port Inter-
face manages serial communications between the hardware modules and the Game
Controller. While the Game Controller module is tasked with managing the game
logic of the Exergame, the logic of the experiment, and applying the data received
from the Serial Port Interface to a virtual bicycle in the Exergame. The Exergame
module contains the code for generating a game level at run-time and procedurally
placing game collectibles.
The hardware modules translate the movements and actions on the bicycle
to data which can be used by the software modules or for later analysis. All the
hardware modules communicate with a computer through an Arduino or closely
related device. The Front Wheel and Rear Wheel modules measure the angle
of the front wheel and speed of the bike which is used by the bicycle model in
the Game Controller module. The Haptic Feedback module provided vibrotactile
feedback when a user collides with a game collectible in the virtual world. To
provide vibrotactile feedback three ERM motors are used, since they provide a
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stronger vibration than LRA motors. The last hardware module is the Heart Rate
module which records a participants’ heart rate through a Bluetooth heart rate
monitor and stores it for later analysis or use.
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User Study and Data Analysis
In this chapter I present the results of a user study I have conducted to evaluate
the system and provide evidence towards my hypothesis. As of this writing, I
have recruited ten participants, only seven of whom were eligible to participate.
This chapter is divided into two parts: Section 5.1 shows the format of the data
generated by the system and Section 5.2 presents a preliminary analysis of the data
gathered from the experiment thus far. Unfortunately due to time constraints, I
could not analyze the heart rate data collected from the experiment. Instead a
plot of the heart rate data collected by the system is presented in Section 5.1.
5.1 System Data
The only data generated by the system that is recorded is from the Heart
Rate module presented in Section 4.2.4. As previously mentioned, the data from
the Polar OH1 heart rate sensor is recorded on a micro-SD card on the Feather
device in a CSV format. The CSV file has four columns: unix time, heart rate,
current scene, and haptics on. Figure 15 shows an example of data generated by
the module.
NA
Figure 15: An example CSV file generated by the system.
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The timestamp in the unix time column is generated from the real-time clock
on-board the Feather device. The Feather queries the OH1 sensor at one sec-
ond intervals and records the value recieved into the file. On a scene is change
(Section 4.1.3), the Game Director will notify the Feather, writing the name of
the scene into the CSV. Finally the Game Director will notify the Feather if the




















Heart rate throughout experiment session
Figure 16: Heart rate data recorded by the system.
The line plot in Figure 16 showing a participant’s heart rate over time uses all
the information recorded in a participant’s CSV file. The x and y-axes respectively
represent the time in seconds and the recorded heart rate value in beats per minute
(bpm). The blue rectangle represents the period of time when the Haptic Feed-
back module was enabled; conversely the red rectangle represents when the Haptic
Feedback module was off. Looking closely at the plot, there are several vertical
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lines spaced over the x-axis. These lines represent the level transitions discussed
in Section 4.1.3, the intervals representing the Tutorial and Experiment Condition
levels are labeled. This type of data could be analyzed using linear regression.
By isolating the two line segments underneath each of the “Condition” labels and
fitting a linear model to the data, the slope and intercept between the two lines
can be compared.
Walking through the plot, from zero to about 30 seconds is the first Wait
Screen level of the experiment. An interesting observation here is that, even though
the participant has not played the exergame yet, their heart rate is already quite
high. This could be due to nervousness on the part of the participant. Between 30
seconds to 260 seconds is the Tutorial level of the experiment, followed by a break
period. Another interesting observation from this plot is the bpm spike before
both condition intervals. This could be a reaction the participant had to being
told that the break was almost over, or something else entirely.
5.2 Data Analysis
This section presents an analysis of the data gathered from the user study.
Section 5.2.1 presents the demographics of the sample, including experience with
virtual reality and video games, exercise frequency, and biking frequency. An
analysis of the IMI and immersion questionnaires is presented in Section 5.2.2.
Finally, Section 5.2.3 covers the responses to the post-experiment questionnaire.
5.2.1 Pre-Experiment Questionnaire
Currently there are seven participants I have collected data from. All, as of
now, were a convenience sample drawn from the Department of Computer Science
and Statistics at the University of Rhode Island. Of the seven participants five are
male and two are female. The average age of a participant is 23 ranges from be-
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tween 20 to 30. Table 4 shows descriptive statistics for participant ages, experience
with virtual reality, and experience with video games.
Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for the Pre-Experiment Questionnaire
Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
Age 20.00 21.00 21.00 22.86 23.50 30.00
Virtual Reality Experience 0 16.00 22.00 23.14 29.00 50.00
Video Game Experience 24.00 34.50 50.00 58.86 84.50 100.00
Most reported they had little prior experience with virtual reality. Given how
recently the technology became commercially available (Section 2.3) this is not
surprising. The reported experience with video games varied considerable more,
as shown in Figure 17.
Virtual Reality
Video Games







with Virtual Reality and Video Games
Reported Experience
Figure 17: Reported experience with video games and virtual reality.
On the pre-experiment questionnaire (Appendix A.1), participants were asked
what genres of video games they typically played, their frequency of aerobic exer-
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cise, and how often they ride a bicycle. Table 5 shows the responses to the latter
two questions. Most participants exercised once a week or more often; however
none of them frequently rode a bicycle.












How often, on average, do you
perform aerobic exercises, such
as running or biking?
2 0 1 2 2 0
Over the course of a month,
how often do ride a bicycle?
6 1 0 0 0 0
The video game genres participants played (Table 6), ranked from most to
least popular are: (1) Adventure, (2) Action, (2) Strategy, (4) Role-playing, (5)
MMO, (6) Simulation, and (6) Sport. Both the simulation and sport genres were
tied for last. The fact the sport genre is one of the least popular genres reported
by participants is interesting. Recalling the barrier of access described in Brown
and Cairns’ paper, players must like to play the genre game in order to become
engaged with the game [1].
Table 6: Participants preference of game genres.
Question\Answer Adventure Action Strategy Roleplaying MMO Simulation Sport
What genre of games do
you typically prefer to play?
5 4 4 3 2 1 1
5.2.2 Intrinsic Motivation and Immersion Questionnaire
In this section I present an analysis of the intrinsic motivation and immer-














Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of the internal consistency of a questionnaire (i.e.
are the questions all measuring the same concept). In Equation (9), K should be
substituted with the total number of items on the questionnaire. The variance for
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the each item on the questionnaire is summed and divided by variance of the total
scores for each respondent. The responses to both questionnaires were compared
using the Sign test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which are discussed later.
Intrinsic Motivation Questionnaire
In Chapter 3, I discussed how intrinsic motivation is measured during the
experiment. The intrinsic motivation questionnaire is the interest/enjoyment sub-
scale of the IMI. Participants were given this questionnaire after both experiment
conditions and were free to take as long as the needed to complete it. As also
discussed in Chapter 3, to score the intrinsic motivation questionnaire the scores
for each of the questions should be averaged together. Questions which express a
negative sentiment (e.g. “I thought the exergame/haptic exergame was boring.”)
should be reversed scored, that is, the score that was reported should be sub-
tracted from the highest score on the scale. Figure 18 shows a box and whiskers
plot for the results of the intrinsic motivation questionnaire after following the
scoring procedure.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section I computed Crombach’s alpha,
although the interest/enjoyment subscale of the IMI has been previously validated.
I ran the test on both the regular and vibrotactile variants of the questionnaire
used. I also pooled both variants of the intrinsic motivation questionnaire used in
the experiment and tested that as well. I found an α of higher than 0.9 for all
three questionnaires: regular (α = 0.91), haptic (α = 0.94), and pooled (α = 0.93)
indicting high internal consistency.
To determine if there is enough evident to support my hypothesis that haptic
feedback does increase user motivation, I performed the Sign test and Wilcoxon
signed-rank test on the averaged scores from the intrinsic motivation questionnaire.

















Figure 18: Intrinsic motivation scores between experiment conditions.
parametric tests can be used when the size of a sample is small and the distribution
of the variable being examined is unknown [3]. Since I am comparing scores be-
tween the regular and haptic exergame for the same participant, the scores are
dependent measurements.
For both the Sign test and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests the null hypothesis is
that the median difference between the two groups being analyzed is zero. The
alternative hypothesis for both tests is that the median difference in first group
(i.e. regular exergame) is less than the median difference in the second group (i.e.
vibrotactile exergame). Formally, the hypotheses for the tests are:
H0 : M1 = M2,
H1 : M1 < M2 α = 0.1.
M in this case represents the population median, M1 is the regular exergame
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group, and M2 is the vibrotactile exergame group. The first test I performed was
the Sign test. To perform this test, I used the R package “BSDA,” which provides
a function of the same name [4]. The p-value of the test was computed by the
package as p = 0.0625, with this value the results are significant. Since the results
of the Sign test show there a p-value of p = 0.0625 < 0.1, I am able to reject the
null hypothesis in favor of the alternative.
The second test conducted was the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The R “stats”
package provides an implementation of this test, which I used to compute the p-
value for this test. The results of the one-sided test showed a p-value of 0.02344.
Based on this test, p = 0.02344 < 0.1 so the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of
the alternative.
From the results of both the Sign test and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, there
appears to be statistically significant evidence to support my hypothesis that vi-
brotactile feedback can increase intrinsic motivation in exergames. However, due
to the small sample size of the study there is a greater chance for bias in the sam-
ple. Further study is warranted before claiming the results generalize to a larger
population.
Immersion Questionnaire
The questions on the immersion questionnaire are drawn from the question-
naire developed by Jennett et al. [5]. As stated in Section 2.2 the term immersion
is used in this thesis as a psychological state with multiple levels and the following
characteristics: “lack of awareness of time,” “loss of awareness of the real world,”
and “involvement and a sense of being in the task environment” [5, 1]. On the
questionnaire I developed I intended Questions 1, 2, 5 and 6 (Appendix A.3) to
capture the concept of immersion within my exergame. Since they are all intended
to represent the same concept the items should be averaged together; with the
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exception of Question 6 which should be reverse scored. Figure 19 shows a box
plot of the average score, which I will refer to as the immersion score, for Questions










Average Score of Questions: 1, 2, 5, and 6
Immersion Questionnaire
Figure 19: Immersion scores across experiment conditions.
As with the intrinsic motivation questionnaire, I computed Crombach’s alpha
for the four questions comprising the immersion score. Like the before I tested ran
the test against the regular, haptic, and pooled versions of these questions. Unfor-
tunately, all three tests produced an α between 0.05 and 0.21: regular (α = 0.05),
haptic (α = 0.21), and pooled (α = 0.13). This indicates low internal consistency
for the questions making up the immersion score used. One possible issue is the
low sample size of my analysis, which increases the variance of the scores in each
item. Another possibility is that more questions are needed to better capture the
concept of immersion with this questionnaire.
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For the immersion score I compared the scores between the regular and haptic
exergames using the Sign test and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Similar to the
intrinsic motivation questionnaire the hypotheses for the tests are:
H0 : M1 = M2,
H1 : M1 < M2 α = 0.1.
Again M here represents the population median, M1 is the regular exergame group,
and M2 is the vibrotactile exergame group.
The using the same R package, the Sign test produced a p-value of p = 0.5.
Unfortunately the I am unable to reject the null hypothesis for this test with this
p-value at a significance of α = 0.1. Performing the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on
the immersion scores produced a p-value of p = 0.5. I am again unable to reject
the null hypothesis that the median of the regular immersion score is less than the
of the haptic immersion score at a significance of α = 0.1.
Based on both of these tests there is not enough evidence to support my
hypothesis that tactile haptic feedback will increase an exergame users’ immersion
in the game. There are a few possibilities why this occured. Overall the low sample
size likely introduced some bias into the results. As indicated in Table 5 while
most of the participants exercised with some regularity, all of them rarely rode a
bicycle. Another issue is, as I wrote previously, the low internal consistency of the
questions used to measure immersion may not capture the concept of immersion
accurately. Finally, based on the reported genres in Table 6 and in the context of
the engagement level of immersion discussed in Section 2.2, it possible that our
small sample of participants did not want to engage with the exergame.
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5.2.3 Post-Experiment Questionnaire
The post-experiment questionnaire consists of six questions intended to cap-
ture a participant’s opinions on future use of the system, how they feel the virtual
bicycle behaved, and if they experienced any symptoms of cybersickness.
Future Use Questions
There are three questions on the post-experiment questionnaire regarding fu-
ture use of the system. The responses to these questions tended to express a
positive sentiment towards using the exergame again. The pie chart in Figure 20
shows a breakdown of the responses to: “Using the exergame with haptic feedback
would cause me to use an exercise bike more often.” Few participants responded
negatively to this question, with 57.2% indicating the exergame with haptic feed-










Using the exergame with haptic feedback would cause me to use an exercise bike more often.
Post-Experiment Questionnaire
Figure 20: The first future use question.
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The second question asked participant if they agreed with the statement:
“Using the exergame with haptic feedback would cause me to use an exercise bike
for longer.” Figure 21 shows a pie chart plotting the answers the participants
gave to the question. As with the first question 57.2% of participants responded
favorably to the question, indicating that it was either “Very Likely” (14.3%) or






Neither likely nor unlikely
Very likely
Using the exergame with haptic feedback would cause me to use an exercise bike for longer.
Post-Experiment Questionnaire
Figure 21: The second future use question.
The final question on the post-experiment questionnaire relating to future use
of the system is: “Would you prefer to use an exergame with haptic feedback like
the one presented in the study for regular exercise?” Responses to this question
are more mixed than the first two questions. They are divided equally between
“Definitely would prefer,” “Neutral,” and “Probably would not prefer.” Only a








Definitely would not prefer
Definitely would prefer
Neutral
Probably would not prefer
Would you prefer to use an exergame with haptic feedback like the one presented in the study for regular exercise?
Post-Experiment Questionnaire
Figure 22: The final future use question.
Discussion
Taken together, the three questions above provide a window into how people
might use the system for exercise. Most participants believed that this system
would lead to them using an exercise bike longer and more often. However de-
spite this, most participants reported they “Probably would not prefer”(28.6%)
and “Definitely not prefer”(14.3%) to use the system for regular exercise, a large
number also reported no opinion either way (28.6%).
One interpretation of these responses is that most participants see the system
and accompanying exergame as only a game or healthier alternative to traditional
video games, rather than something that could be used for exercise. Another
interpretation is that participants see the system as equipment they would use
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less frequently for exercise compared to a regular exercise bike or treadmill (e.g.
for a weekend workout as opposed to during the week when they have less time).
When they would use the system they would use it for a longer period of time
then a traditional exercise bike. Finally, since all of the participants reported low
experience with VR, it could be that most participants find the system new and
interesting, but cannot see themselves using it for exercise on a regular basis.
I believe that part of the reason why most participants reported they would
not prefer to use the system for regular exercise is that many had trouble operating
the system initially. This reached the point where the investigators present would
stand on either side of the participant to catch them if they fell off the bicycle.
During early testing of the system with the research staff, we noticed that the staff
who rode bicycles frequently found the system difficult to adjust to, while those
who did not had an easier time.
Bicycle Realism
The question concerning how the virtual bicycle behaved compared to a real
bicycle received favorable responses. Figure 23 shows a pie chart with the responses
to the question: “Did you feel that the virtual bicycle behaved the same as a real
bicycle?” This question was answered as a seven point Likert item from “Strongly
Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”. Most participants (71.5%) agreed in some measure
that the virtual bicycle behaved correctly, while only a single person (14.3%) did
not feel this was true. The remaining participant expressed no sentiment to this
question.
As mentioned earlier, during testing I noticed that many participants had trou-
ble operating the system initially, although they would eventually adapt. Given
the observed difficulty using the system, the fact that most participants agree









Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat agree
Do you feel that the virtual bike behaved similarly to a real bike?
Post-Experiment Questionnaire
Figure 23: How participants felt the virtual bicycle behaved.
interesting. I think this suggests three ideas regarding the system:
• The mathematical model used for the virtual bicycle is correctly implemented
and calibrated to the dimensions of the real bicycle.
• Both the Front Wheel module and Rear Wheel module work correctly and
provide accurate data to the model.
• The issues I observed during testing are due to some aspect of the physical
bicycle not matching the expectations of the participant.
The fact that most participants agreed with this question provided support for
the first two bullets. If either the model or sensors were producing or consuming
inaccurate data, then the virtual bike would behave incorrectly. This premise
and that no participants reported they strongly agreed with the question provides
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some support for the final bullet. I believe that one major aspect is that the
physical system does not allow the participant to lean into a turn, as they would
on a real bicycle. In fact during the Tutorial level and early in the first Experiment
Condition level, many participants would attempt to tilt the system in the direction
they were turning, usually led to them almost falling off the bicycle.
Cybersickness
Cybersickness is an illness that occurs occasionally in when a user interacts
with a VE in VR though an HMD or other system [6]. Symptoms of cybersick-
ness are similar to motion sickness and include disorientation, nausea, dizziness,
vomiting, and headaches among others [7]. There are three popular theories for
explaining cybersickness; The most popular is sensory conflict theory [7]. Sen-
sory conflict in VR is thought to occur when the visual system, which processes
what we see, and vestibular system, which deals with the perception of motion,
observe conflicting information that the body can not interpret, thus leading to
symptoms of cybersickness [7, 6]. In the case of this bicycle system, visually the
person sees themselves moving on the bicycle, while their vestibular system does
not experience any motion, thus leading to conflicting reports.
The focus of this experiment was not on examining the effects of cybersickness
on participants. However, I did expect some participants to experience mild to
moderate symptoms. The responses to the question: “Did you experience any of
the following?” showed most participants did experience one or more symptoms
of cybersickness, as shown in the bar plot of Table 7.
Table 7: Symptoms of cybersickness reported by participants.
Question\Answer Light headedness Disorientation Nausea
Did you experience any of




Only one participant, who reported they rode a bicycle once a month, did not
report any symptoms. They did however report in the “Other” comment box for
the question the following: “Hard turns were a bit weird ti [sic] get used to. Felt
fine once I got used to it[.]”
5.3 Summary
In conclusion, this chapter has examined the data generated by the system
and presented an analysis of the survey responses gathered from conducting the
experiment laid out in Chapter 3. The data presented in Section 5.1 and responses
to the post-experiment questionnaire, reviewed in Section 5.2.3, suggest that the
system described in Chapter 4 is functioning as intended. The user study presented
here examined a sample of seven people taken from the Department of Computer
Science & Statistics.
My analysis of the intrinsic motivation questionnaire found significant results
supporting my hypothesis vibrotactile feedback can increase a users’ intrinsic mo-
tivation. Unfortunately the analysis of the immersion questionnaire did not find
supporting evidence for my hypothesis that vibrotactile feedback will increase im-
mersion in an exergame. In both cases further study is warranted due to the small
sample size of the study.
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This thesis presented the design of an experiment and construction of a system
aimed at answering whether vibrotactile feedback will increase an exergame user’s
intrinsic motivation to play the exergame or their immersion within the exergame.
The exergame used in the experiment was built in-house, alongside the system
used to play it. The experiment consisted of two conditions: (1) the exergame
with vibrotactile feedback and (2) the exergame without vibrotactile feedback. For
both experiment conditions the same exergame was used. To test the system and
evaluate the hypothesis, a user study was conducted. The data produced by the
experiment was presented in Chapter 5 alongside an analysis of the data collected
from the user study. Both the results of the data produced by the system and
responses to my questionnaires indicate that the system and exergame function as
intended.
The study consisted of five men and two women for a total of seven partici-
pants. Most participants had little experience with virtual reality and a varying
amount of experience with video games. Most participants did not bike on a reg-
ular basis, although the majority did aerobic exercises at least once a week. The
study examined the level of intrinsic motivation, immersion, and heart rate between
the two experimental conditions. Intrinsic motivation was measured through the
interest/enjoyment subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory. To measure im-
mersion I developed a shorter questionnaire based off of the one presented in [1].
Finally, heart rate was measured through a Polar OH1 heart rate monitor.
An analysis of the intrinsic motivation and immersion questionnaire produced
mixed results. The results of the Sign test (p = 0.0625) and Wilcoxon signed-rank
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test (p = 0.02344) on the data collected from the intrinsic motivation questionnaire
showed a significant difference between the regular and vibrotactile exergame at
a significance level of α = 0.1. These results support for my hypothesis that vi-
brotactile feedback can increase intrinsic motivation in exergames. Unfortunately
with the analysis of the immersion questionnaire, neither the Sign test (p = 0.5)
nor Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p = 0.5) provided evidence to support my second
hypothesis that vibrotactile feedback can increase immersion in an exergame. Fi-
nally due to time constraints, the analysis of the heart rate data collected during
the study could not be included.
The post-experiment questionnaire showed many participants thought they
would use an exercise bike similar to the system longer and more often. How-
ever, most did not think they would prefer to use a similar system for regular
exercise. Most participants felt that the virtual bicycle used in the exergame be-
haved similarly to a real bicycle. I believe this is an indicator that the model is
implemented correctly and the sensors are providing accurate data. A majority of
participants reported one or more symptoms of cybersickness, an illness similar to
motion sickness.
6.1 Future Work
I would like to present some avenues for future work related to the system and
additional directions for research. The list below, in no particular order, is based
on feedback and observations from both participants in the user study and testing
the system myself.
• Larger Sample Size and Shorter Experiment Time: A primary direc-
tion for any related future work should be to carry out this study on a larger
sample of the population with a wider age range. As it stands the results
from the study presented here are promising, particularly with regards to in-
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trinsic motivation. One major drawback is the small amount of participants
in the study. I attribute this partially to the length of an experiment ses-
sion, which is 40 to 45 minutes. I believe that a shorter experiment session,
somewhere between 15 to 20 minutes, would be more appealing to subjects
in the population of interest.
• Revise the immersion questionnaire: As noted in Chapter 5 the im-
mersion questionnaire used had a low internal consistency. An improvement
to the study, in addition to the above, would be to develop an immersion
questionnaire with a higher internal consistency than the current one. Ad-
ditionally since the measure for immersion in this study was based solely on
the immersion questionnaire low internal consistency could be a reason why
no significant results were found.
• Constant “Vibration Textures”: One of the free-form comments left by
a participant was: “Maybe having a more consistent amount of vibration
for road texture as well as running over the manhole covers would add to
realism.” This could be an interesting direction to explore with the system
built here, given the recommendation by Alizadeh et al. that vibrotactile
feedback should not last longer than five seconds [2]. A starting point could
be a recently published paper by Rakhmatov et al., who looked at applying
recorded surface vibrations to vibration on a virtual bicycle [3].
• Make High-Speed Turns Harder: Unlike a real bicycle, the system cur-
rently allow a user to quickly make turns regardless of the current speed. An
improvement to the system as a bicycle simulator would be to add a steering
“dead-zone” so that as a user pedals faster on the bicycle it becomes harder
to make sharp turns. One way to do this would be to attach a linear actua-
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tor, a type of motor which moves in a line, to the front wheel via a rope and
use the actuator to tighten the rope as the speed of the bicycle increase.
• Software Package: I am currently developing a package for the Serial Port
Interface and Bicycle Controller to allow other researchers to adopt the sys-
tem for use in their own projects.
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What is your age?
Slider response between 18 and 65
What is your gender?
-Male
-Female
How much experience do you have with virtual reality?
- visual analog scale
How much experience do you have with video games?
- visual analog scale
What genre of games do typically prefer to play









How often, on average, do you perform aerobic exercises, such as
running or biking?
- Less than once a month
- Once a month
- A few times a month
- About once a week
- A few times a week
- Every day
Over the course of a month, how often do you ride a bicycle?
- Less than once a month
- Once a month
- A few times a month
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- About once a week
- A few times a week
- Every day
A.2 Intrinsic Motivation Inventory - Interest/Enjoyment subscale
All questions are answered on a visual analog scale.
I enjoyed playing the {exergame/haptic exergame} very much.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
The {exergame/haptic exergame} was fun to play.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
(Reverse)
I thought the {exergame/haptic exergame} was boring.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
(Reverse)
The {exergame/haptic exergame} did not hold my attention at all.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
I would describe the {exergame/haptic exergame} as very
interesting.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
I thought the {exergame/haptic exergame} was quite enjoyable.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
While I was playing the {exergame/haptic exergame}, I was thinking
about how much I enjoyed it.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
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A.3 Immersion Questionnaire
All questions are on a visual analog scale.
How engaged did you feel while playing the game?
I was not engaged at all.
I was engaged a great deal.
How surprised were you when the game informed you three minutes
had passed?
I was not surprised at all.
I was surprised a great deal.
How much do you feel you would like to continue playing
the game?
I would not like to continue playing at all.
I would like to continue playing a great deal.
Did you feel that the collectibles added to your engagement
while playing the game?
I do not feel that the collectibles added to my engagement at all.
I feel that the collectibles added to my engagement a great deal.
How much did you feel you were aware of the real world around you
while playing the game?
I was extremely aware of the real world around me.
I was not extremely aware of the real world at all.
(Reverse)
How immersed did you feel in the game while playing it?
I felt very immersed in the game.
I did not feel I was very immersed in the game.
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A.4 Post-Experiment Questionnaire
Using the exergame with haptic feedback would cause me to use an




- Definitely would not
- Probably would not
Using the exergame with haptic feedback would cause me to use
an exercise bike for longer.
- Very unlikely
- Unlikely
- Neither likely or unlikely
- Likely
- Very likely
Did you feel that the virtual bicycle behaved the same as a
real bicycle?
- 7-point Likert item (Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree)




- Other (Free-form text)
Would you prefer to use an exergame with haptic feedback like




- Definitely would not
- Probably would not
Are there any comments you would like to make regarding
either version of the game?
- Text box
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A.5 Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire
 
Data Collection Sheet 
 
NAME:_________________________________________  DATE:_________________ 
HEIGHT:_________in. WEIGHT:___________lbs.  AGE:__________ 
PHYSICIANS NAME:____________________________ PHONE:_____________ 
 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE (PAR-Q) 
 Questions Yes No 
1 Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition and that you should 
only perform physical activity recommended by a doctor? 
  
2 Do you feel pain in your chest when you perform physical activity? 
 
  
3 In the past month, have you had chest pain when you were not performing any 
physical activity? 
  
4 Do you lose your balance because of dizziness or do you ever lose 
consciousness? 
  
5 Do you have a bone or joint problem that could be made worse by a change in 
your physical activity? 
  
6 Is your doctor currently prescribing any medication for your blood pressure or 
for a heart condition? 
  
7 Do you know of any other reason why you should not engage in physical 
activity? 
  
If you have answered “Yes” to one or more of the above questions, consult your physician before 
engaging in physical activity. Tell your physician which questions you answered “Yes” to. After a 
medical evaluation, seek advice from your physician on what type of activity is suitable for your 
current condition. 
 
Measured Blood Pressure: ______/______ mmHg Measured Pulse: ______ bpm
Record subject measurements here:
Pass / Fail
If you have answered “Yes” to one or more of the above questions, you are ineligible to 
participate in this study. Thank you for your interest in this study and for your participation 
today. 
If you have answered “No” to all of the above questions the investigators will now check your 
blood pressure and measure your pulse.
Blood pressure should be measured three times and the results averaged. A blood pressure 
not greater than 120 mmHg systolic and 80 mmHg diastolic is considered eligible for 
participation. A pulse measured between 60 and 100 bpm will be considered eligible for 





Virtual Environment (VE) A three dimensional scene which is displayed to the
user through a monitor/television screen, projector, head-mounted display,
or other electronic means.
Virtual Reality (VR) From The VR Book : “a computer-generated digital envi-
ronment that can be experienced and interacted with as if that environment
were real.”
Video Game A type of computer program which displays a two or three dimen-
sional scene which the user interacts with and controls.
Head-Mounted Display (HMD) Also abbreviated HMD, this is a hardware
device which is worn on the user’s head. It typically consists of two screens,
one for each eye, and displays a virtual environment which the user may
interact with. The perspective of the scene displayed will change depending
on the orientation of the user’s head.
Exergame Shorthand for exercise game, a type of video game which incorporates
some form of physical activity into the game controls.
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) A theory of motivation within psychology
which deals with understanding how social environments and contexts affect
human motivation.
Intrinsic Motivation Within Self-Determination Theory this is the most au-
tonomous type of motivation. These are actions which are done for the pure
enjoyment of the action.
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Presence A psychological state which is, in the context of a virtual environment,
commonly referred to as the feeling of “being there.”
Flow A mental state where a person has complete immersion in a task to the
point where they lose their sense of self but retain a deep sense of control.
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